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In the low power design of integrated circuits, multiple power modes and clock 

gating are the two common techniques to reduce dynamic power consumption. In the 

multiple power modes designs, replacing some of the normal buffers with adjustable de-

lay buffers (ADBs) and assign different delay values in different power modes is one of 

the promising solutions to satisfy the clock skew constraint. On the other hand, when the 

clock gating technique is applied, usually gate splitting is necessary to satisfy the enable 

timing constraint. However, both ADBs insertion and gate splitting increase the hard-

ware cost. In this paper, under both the enable timing constraint and clock skew con-

straint, we propose a skew-window based methodology to reduce the total hardware cost 

of ADBs and clock gates simultaneously. In comparison with when only ADBs insertion 

or gate splitting technique is applied, experimental results show that our methodology 

can satisfy the constraints in all the power modes and reduce the hardware cost effec-

tively. 

 

Keywords: multiple power modes, adjustable delay buffers (ADBs), clock gating, clock 

skew, dynamic power. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the synchronous circuit design, a clock signal must be delivered to all sequential 

elements it connects at the same time ideally. However, since the length of distance from 

clock source to all sequential elements is different, there exists timing difference between 

these clock signal paths, and the largest difference value is called clock skew. A circuit 

with a large clock skew value will cause the failure of its functionality under certain pro-

cess or environmental variations. In real circuit design, achieving the goal of zero clock 

skew value is a difficult work. Therefore, limiting the clock skew to a certain bound such 

that functionality of the circuit will not be affected under all variations is an important 

task in the VLSI design flow. 

 

1.1 Adjustable Delay Buffer (ADB) 

 

There have been many methodologies proposed for clock skew optimization under a 

single power mode, such as clock tree routing, buffer insertion, buffer sizing, and wire 

sizing [1-6]. As the popular of mobile devices, low power consumption is one of the most 

important design targets besides to the cost reduction and performance enhancement, and 

multiple power modes is one of the frequently used techniques to reduce the dynamic 

power consumption. As the example shown in Fig. 1, in each power mode, voltages are 
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scaled down for circuit modules that do not need full speed operation.  

However, in the multiple power modes designs, clock skews must not be violated in 

all the power modes. Because the variation of clock skews in different power modes can 

be very large, insertion of adjustable delay buffers (ADBs) in the post-silicon process is a 

widely used methodology to reduce the clock skews in the multiple power modes designs. 

The delay of an ADB is controlled by its control circuit and delay control pins, clock 

skew variation caused by process variation in different power modes can be tuned by 

properly replacing some normal clock buffers with ADBs, and assign suitable delay val-

ues by properly setting the delay control pins, so that the clock skew constraint in each 

power mode can be satisfied.  

Although the use of ADBs can resolve the clock skew problems in multiple power 

modes designs effectively, it has the side effect of area cost and more power consumption 

in comparison with normal buffers. Therefore, allocating a minimum number of ADBs; 

finding the normal buffers in the clock tree for replacing; and assigning the delay values 

of ADBs on each power mode, such that the clock skew constraint can be satisfied for 

each power mode, are the related problems for the ADB-based clock skew optimization 

in multiple power modes designs. 
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Fig. 1: (a) Power mode PM1. (b) Power mode PM2. 

 

1.2 Clock Gating 

 

Clock gating is another widely used technique to reduce dynamic power consump-

tion in the integrated circuit designs. This technique requires an additional enable circuit 

to control the enabling of clock signal, and a number of clock gates to generate enabled 

clock signals. Each clock signal generated by a clock gate connects to various numbers of 

sequential components, such as flip-flops. The physical location of clock gate and the 

number of sequential components it drive have a huge impact on both the overall clock 

tree power consumption and the clock signal delay. 

Because of the added enable circuit and clock gates, in addition to the clock skew 

constraint, enable timing constraint must also be satisfied in clock tree synthesis. As de-

scribed in the 2011 CAD Contest problem, Taiwan [7], to ensure that the clock gating 

circuit in Fig. 2 can function correctly, enable timing constraint described in equation 1 

must be satisfied for all the clock signal paths.  

Although clock gating can further reduce the dynamic power consumption, it intro-

duces extra hardware cost. Therefore, it is better that as few clock gates are used as pos-

sible to reduce the hardware cost. However, if a clock gate connects to too many 
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flip-flops, it will increase clock gate to flip-flop delays (T4), and hence increasing the 

critical path delay. From equation 1, we can see that a large critical path delay will in-

crease the clock skew, and cause the circuit to violate enable timing constraint. Therefore, 

allocating a minimum number of clock gates; finding the physical placement of each 

clock gate; and assigning the flip-flops that a clock gate connects to, such that both the 

clock skew constraint and the enable timing constraint can all be satisfied, are the related 

clock gating optimization problems. 

 

Tp + T1 ≧ T2 + EN delay + T3 + Skew + Critical path delay                  (1) 

 

Tp: Clock period 

T1: Clock to Gate i delay 

T2: Clock to enable logic delay 

T3: Enable logic to Gate i delay  

T4: Gate i to flip-flop delay 

Critical path delay: Max (T1 + Gate i delay + T4) 

Skew: Max path delay – Min path delay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Illustration example of enable timing constraint. 

 

1.3 Summary 

 

There have been some researches on the ADBs insertion problem. Researches [8, 9] 

propose a linear-time algorithm to assign delay values of ADBs for clock skew optimiza-

tion on all power modes. Researches [10, 11] propose a complete solution for clock skew 

optimization under multiple power modes, including minimum number of ADBs to be 

used; allocation of where each ADB to be placed; and delay value assignment of each 

ADB in each power mode. Research [12] proposes a top-down and bottom-up algorithm 

to further reduce the area cost of ADBs, and research [13] optimizes clock period by 

useful skew under the constraint of ADBs number. For the other approaches, research [14] 

proposes a two-level power mode aware CTO technology to reduce the clock skew. For 

all power modes, the chip-level CTO globally reduces clock skew among all modules, 
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where the module-level CTO reduces clock skew within a module. Research [15] pro-

poses another technique to resolve the clock skew problem. By means of constructing the 

delay models in different voltage modes, the linear programming (LP) methodology is 

used to minimize the clock skew. Research [16] utilizes buffer insertion and buffer 

movement to get the minimal clock delay and clock skew in multiple power modes.  
On the related researches of clock gating problem, research [17] proposes a clock 

gating splitting methodology to improve the enable timing, and hence increasing the setup 

region. Based on the fan-out number and associated area bound of the selected clock gate, 

bounding box cutting and moving are used to calculate the coordinates and associated 

fan-out number of the split clock gates. Research [18] integrates splitting and merging 

methods to build the optimum clock gate location. In their clock tree synthesis flow, the 

first pass is to obtain the clock buffer location for clock gate swapping, and the second 

pass builds the clock tree based on the optimum clock gate location of splitting algorithm, 

the merging algorithm then is used to improve the overall clock tree power. Research [19] 

proposes a type-matching algorithm to ensure that logic gates at the same level are in the 

same type. Therefore, they can always guarantee to get the zero clock skew solution, but 

with the paid of longer clock latency. And research [20] proposes a delay-matching algo-

rithm to overcome the clock latency problem in research [19]. For the other approaches, 

research [21] proposes an IO exclusivity (IOEX) graph and cluster efficiency plots algo-

rithm for the clock gates distribution problem. Research [22] inserts clock gates in the 

placement phase to reduce both power consumption and clock latency. Research [23] 

proposes a graph-based algorithm for the clock root gating problem, and research [24] 

proposes a SAT-based craig interpolation technique to enlarge clock gating capabilities 

over the original gating candidates. 

To our knowledge, there is still no research aim at optimizing these two problems 

simultaneously. In this paper, we propose a window-based methodology to minimize the 

total hardware cost of ADBs and split clock gates. Algorithms for ADBs allocation, delay 

values assignment, and clock gate splitting are integrated under multiple power modes to 

satisfy both clock skew constraint and enable timing constraint. The contributions of this 

paper are summarized as follows: 

 

   We integrate both the multiple power modes and clock gating problems simultane-

ously. Clock skew constraint in multiple power modes and enable timing constraint 

in clock gating designs are both satisfied with minimal hardware cost. 

   We develop a skew-window based methodology to minimize the total cost of ADBs 

insertion and clock gates splitting. This method can minimize the area cost effec-

tively in comparison with when only clock gate splitting or ADBs insertion is ap-

plied, individually. 

   We propose a ADBs selection phase in our algorithm to further reduce the area cost 

of ADBs insertion. Experimental results show that it performs much better than 

when only single ADB size is used. 

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our motivation for 

integrating ADBs insertion and clock gating with an example. Section 3 gives an over-

view of our system flow. In section 4, we propose a skew-window based methodology for 

the cost minimization of ADBs insertion and clock gate splitting simultaneously. Section 
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5 describes the algorithms for ADBs insertion, clock gate splitting, and ADBs selection. 

Experimental results in Section 6 show the effect of integrating these optimization tech-

niques. Finally, we draw the concluding remarks in Section 7. 

2. MOTIVATION EXAMPLE 

In the multi-voltage circuit design, the clock skew constraint must be satisfied for all 

the power modes. For the example as shown in Fig. 3, we suppose clock gating technique 

has been applied to each module firstly, and enable timing constraint is satisfied with 

minimum number of clock gates. For all the power modes in this example, each clock 

gate is associated with a number set to represent the minimal and maximal path delays of 

clock to registers that the clock gate connected to. For module M1, the minimal and 

maximal path delays of power mode PM1 are 35 and 58; and the minimal and maximal 

path delays of power mode PM2 are 53 and 80. For module M2, the minimal and maxi-

mal path delays of power mode PM1 are 58 and 88; and he minimal and maximal path 

delays of power mode PM2 are 80 and 121. If the clock skew constraint is 55, within 

both the modules, they all satisfy the clock skew constraint for all the power modes. 

However, between modules M1 and M2, the clock skews are 53 and 68, for power modes 

PM1 and PM2, respectively. This result will violate the clock skew constraint for the 

power mode PM2. 
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           Figure 3: Original clock tree with clock skew violation in power mode PM2. 

 

There are two techniques to resolve the clock skew problem in Fig. 3. One is re-

placing buffers on the minimal delay path with ADBs to increase minimal path delay; 

another is clock gate splitting on the maximal delay path to decrease maximal path delay. 
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Suppose the adjustable timing delay of an ADB is between +1 to +10; the hardware cost 

of an ADB and a clock gate are 4 and 1, respectively; and one clock gate splitting can 

reduce 3 and 5 timing delays for power modes PM1 and PM2, respectively. Table 1 lists 

the added cost of different technologies for the example in Fig. 3. The added cost is 8 if 

only the ADBs insertion technique is used. Two buffers (B1 and B2) in module M1 are 

replaced, their delays are adjusted to 10 and 3, and the clock skews after ADBs replacing 

are 40 and 55 for power modes PM1 and PM2, respectively. On the other hand, the added 

cost is 7 if only the clock gate splitting technique is used. Seven clock gates splitting are 

necessary in module M2 to resolve the constraint, and the clock skews after clock gate 

splitting are 44 and 53 for power modes PM1 and PM2, respectively. However, as shown 

in Fig. 4, the added cost is reduced to 5 if both these two techniques are applied simulta-

neously. One buffer in module M1 is replaced by an ADB, and one clock gate is split in 

module M2. After these stages, the clock skews are reduced to 40 and 53 for power 

modes PM1 and PM2, respectively. In this paper, we propose a skew-window based 

methodology to integrate both the ADBs insertion and clock gating techniques, such that 

the required hardware cost to satisfy both the clock skew constraint and enable timing 

constraint can be minimized. 
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Figure 4: Clock tree with no clock skew violation by ADBs insertion and clock gate splitting 

 

Table 1: Required Hardware Cost to Satisfy Clock Skew Constraint in Figure 3. 

 Extra Gate ADB Added Cost 

Insert ADB 0 2 8 

Gate Split 7 0 7 

ADB + Gate 1 1 5 

Required Hardware Cost = 4 * ADB number + Gate Splitting Number 
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3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Inputs to our system include the clock tree netlist, delay tables, power modes of each 

module, and coordinates of clock source, enable logic, and flip-flops. Under both the 

enable timing constraint and clock skew constraint, our objective is to get the minimal 

cost of inserted ADBs and split clock gates. Fig. 5 shows our system flow which consists 

of three stages. In the first stage, we propose a clock gate splitting algorithm to eliminate 

the enable timing violation. For each module, our algorithm tries to insert as few clock 

gates as possible to reduce the hardware cost. After this stage, there will be only clock 

skew violation within or between modules in some of the power modes, and no enable 

timing violation exists in each module. 

In the second stage, we firstly sort the modules according to their minimal path de-

lays. Then, we use a skew-window based methodology to estimate the hardware cost of 

ADBs insertion and clock gate splitting to eliminate all the clock skew violations. In the 

skew-window based methodology, the window width is equal to the clock skew constraint. 

We move window in the direction from minimal path delay to maximal path delay. Each 

time when moving the window, hardware cost is estimated and compared to the stored 

minimal cost value. This process continues until the window’s boundary reaches the 

maximal path delay. Detailed illustration of the skew-window based methodology is de-

scribed in section 4. 

Finally, in the third stage, after we get the position of skew-window with minimal 

cost value, ADBs insertion is applied to the modules that outside the left boundary of 

skew-window, and clock gate splitting is applied to the modules that outside the right 

boundary of skew-window. Then, the ADBs selection procedure is followed to further 

reduce the area cost. Detailed algorithms for ADBs replacing, ADBs selection, and clock 

gate splitting are described in section 5. 

Module sorting by Min 
path delay

Enable Timing Fixing

Skew-window based cost  
estimate 

ADB Insertion and Gate 
splitting

Window moving 
finish?

Estimate Gate Splitting cost 

Estimate ADB Insertion cost

Update the min cost & 
window moving

Y

N

Window position of min 
cost

 

Fig. 5: Flow chart of our skew-window based methodology. 
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4. SKEW-WINDOW BASED METHODOLOGY 

As shown in Fig. 6, the width of the skew-window is equal to the value of clock 

skew constraint. The coordinates for left boundary and right boundary of a module denote 

its minimal path delay and maximal path delay, respectively. The coordinates for left 

boundary and right boundary of the skew-window denote the necessary minimal path 

delay and maximal path delay of all modules to satisfy the clock skew constraint with the 

window position. Modules that outside the left boundary of the skew-window need ADBs 

insertion to increase their minimal path delays, and modules that outside the right bound-

ary of the skew-window need clock gate splitting to decrease their maximal path delays. 

In the example of Fig. 6, modules M1, M3, and M5 need ADBs insertion; while module 

M4 needs clock gate splitting. Therefore, we can formulate the problem as to find the 

position of skew-window such that the total cost of ADBs insertion and clock gate split-

ting is minimized. 

Module

Delay

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5 M5

M4

M3

M2

M1

ADB 
Insertion

Gate 
Spliting

Skew Constraint Window

 

Fig. 6: Illustration of the skew-window. 

 

    To find the position of skew-window with the minimal cost value, we move the 

skew-window in the direction from the coordinate of minimal path delay to the coordinate 

of maximal path delay of all modules as shown in Fig. 7. Each time we move the 

skew-window to the coordinate of the next path delay, the hardware cost of ADBs inser-

tion and clock gate splitting corresponding to the window position is estimated, and 

compared to the stored minimal cost value. If the estimated hardware cost is less than the 

original one, minimal cost value is updated and its corresponding window position is rec-

ord. After finish this window moving process, we then get the estimated minimal hard-

ware cost and its window position. The pseudo code of skew-window based methodology 

is described in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 7: Illustration of skew-window moving process. 

 

WIndow move(Mn_M,Mn_n,W_L,W_R) 
    /*Mn_M : The max delay of sorted nth module*/
    /*Mn_m : The min delay of sorted nth module*/
    /*W_L : min delay of skew constraints window*/ 
    /*W_R : max delay of skew constraints window*/
‧For the max delay and the min delay of each module, sort module
‧Set M = { sorted max delay of every module }
‧Set m = { sorted min delay of every module }
 while( not finish compute min delay Mn_m(Mn_m ∈ m)  ){
          ‧W_L = Mn_m
          ‧do gate splitting estimate 
          ‧do ADB insertion estimate 
          ‧record cost
          ‧record window posItion
          ‧n++
 }                                         
 while( not finish compute max delay Mn_M(Mn_M ∈ M)){
         ‧W_R = Mn_M
         ‧do gate splitting estimate 
         ‧do ADB insertion estimate 
         ‧record cost
         ‧record window position
         ‧n++
} 
‧find the min cost
‧return window position of min cost

 

Fig. 8: Pseudo code of skew-window based methodology. 

5. ALGORITHMS 

5.1 Clock Gate Splitting 

 

From equation 1, we can see that reducing critical path delay is the most effective 

way to satisfy enable timing constraint, and also to reduce the clock skew as well. How-

ever, the critical path delay is reduced in the cost of increasing the number of clock gates. 

Therefore, there are two issues in achieving the clock skew constraint and enable timing 
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constraint simultaneously with minimum number of clock gates: fan-out number of a 

clock gate, and distance between a clock gate and its connected flip-flops. By controlling 

the number of fan-out of clock gates, we can satisfy the enable timing constraint effi-

ciently. And by minimizing the difference of fan-out numbers between clock gates, we 

can satisfy the clock skew constraint effectively. 

In this paper, we apply the approach proposed in research [17] and enhance it to re-

solve both the enable timing constraint and clock skew constraint problems. We start with 

allocating one clock gate for each module. In each time if enable timing constraint is vio-

lated, clock gate splitting is applied to reduce critical path delay by increasing one clock 

gate. In the mean time, we apply the cutline movement method to balance the fan-out 

numbers of clock gates after each time of clock gate splitting. For the example in Fig. 

9(a), one delay path that includes clock gate G2 is the critical path and violates enable 

timing constraint, we cut the area bounded by the fan-outs of clock gate G2 into two 

sub-regions as shown in Fig. 9(b), and move the cut lines in both X and Y directions such 

that the fan-out numbers of G1, G2, and G3 are balanced. By this method, a clock gate 

will also not connect to flip-flops that far away from it, and therefore can reduce the crit-

ical path delay effectively. 

This cutline movement method is also applied to reduce path delays in the 

skew-window based methodology proposed in previous section. When the position of 

skew-window with the minimum cost is found, and there exist path delays exceed the 

bound of maximal path delay, clock gate splitting is applied to reduce path delays. Each 

time one clock gate is split on the critical path, and if the delay of critical path after split-

ting still exceeds the bound, this process continues until no path delay exceeds the bound 

of maximal path delay in all power modes. 

G2G1

X

Y

G2

G1

X

Y

G3

 

Figure 9: Example of clock gate splitting by cutline moving. 

 

5.2 ADBs Insertion 

 

We modified the algorithm proposed in research [12] and applied it to our ADBs 

insertion algorithm. For the example in Fig. 10 (a), the clock skew constraint is 20, and 

the skew-window is found to be allocated in the coordinate with bound of minimal path 

delay equals to 60, and bound of maximal path delay equals to 80. In this example, we 

see that module M1 violates skew constraint as shown in Fig. 10 (b), and ADBs insertion 

is necessary on the minimal delay path to satisfy the bound of minimal path delay of the 

skew-window. In our algorithm, each buffer node in the clock tree records the value of 
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minimal path delay of its sub-tree, and we trace the minimal delay path in the top-down 

order to replace minimal number of buffers with ADBs. In this example, B1 is selected 

firstly and replaced by ADB as shown in Fig. 10(c). However, although all the path de-

lays after ADB insertion satisfy the bound of minimal path delay of the skew-window, the 

maximal path delay of M1 will exceed the bound of maximal path delay of the 

skew-window due to the ADB replacement of B1. Therefore, our algorithm traces buffers 

on the next level of the minimal delay path. In this case, this buffer is B2, we then select-

ing B2 instead of selecting B1 for ADB replacement. As shown in Fig. 10 (d), after this 

step, all path delays fall in the bound of minimal path delay and maximal path delay of 

the skew window. Except not to outside the bound of maximal path delay as shown in this 

example, if one ADB insertion is not enough to satisfy the bound of minimal path delay, 

this top-down traversal procedure also continues on its sub-tree for further ADBs re-

placement until all path delays satisfy the bound of the skew window. 
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60 80
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              (a)                                      (b) 
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      (c)                                      (d) 

Figure 10: Example of ADBs insertion on the minimal delay path. 
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5.3 ADBs Selection 

 

If different size of ADBs is available, we can further reduce the area cost of ADBs 

by proper size selection after delay value assignment. Table 2 shows an example of area 

and delay range tradeoff for ADBs with different capacitor bank size. The area and delay 

of a buffer is used as a comparison basis. The largest ADB (ADB_D) offers larger ad-

justable delay range with more area cost; the smallest ADB (ADB_A) offers smaller ad-

justable delay range, but it also has less area cost. In Fig. 10(d), buffer B2 is replaced by 

ADB and its delay value is assigned to 7. If only one uniform size of ADB (ADB_D) is 

available, area cost is 72. However, if all size of ADBs (ADB_A ~ ADB_D) is available, 

we can replace B2 by ADB_C instead of ADB_D, and the area cost is reduced to 60. 

Table 2: Area and delay of ADBs with different capacitor bank size. 

 Area (um^2) Delay Range (unit) 

Buffer 12 1 

ADB_A 36 2~4 

ADB_B 48 3~6 

ADB_C 60 4~8 

ADB_D 72 5~10 

In our algorithm, we firstly perform ADBs insertion in the top-down order with only 

the largest capacitor bank size in order to minimize the number of ADBs used. Then, 

after the delay values assignment of each ADB in all power modes, we traverse each 

ADB in the bottom-up order and replace it with a smaller size one if assignment of its 

delay values fall in the smaller adjustable delay range. 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

6.1 Experimental Setup 
 

We implemented our algorithm in the C/C++ programming language and tested by a 

set of ISCAS benchmarks. We use the TSMC cell library (130nm) for netlist synthesis 

and delay calculation in our experiments, the voltage modes we used are 1.2 V and 1.32V. 

After logic synthesis by Design Compiler, we use SOC Encounter to generate clock tree 

and get the coordinates of all registers and enable logic.  

The architecture of ADB is based on the capacitor-based structure proposed in re-

search [11], the granularity of an adjustment unit is about to 10ps. Table 2 shows the area 

cost and adjustable delay range of the set of ADBs used in our experiments after round 

off. 
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Table 3: Statistic numbers of benchmarks before enable timing fixing. 

Original circuit #Reg. #Buffer 

S13207 638 72 

S35932 1728 204 

S38584 1308 164 

 

In Table 3, we show the statistics of benchmarks before clock gating, including the 

numbers of registers and buffers. For each benchmark in Table 3, we manually partition-

ing the circuit into 2 ~ 4 blocks, and apply clock gating to each block, respectively. Each 

block after partitioning has two power modes, and totally there can be sixteen power 

modes in maximal for a benchmark circuit. Table 4 shows the statistics of each bench-

mark after enable timing fixing, including the numbers of clock gates, registers, buffers, 

and the worst clock skew between blocks. 

 

Table 4: Statistic numbers of benchmarks after enable timing fixing. 

Partitioned Circuit #Reg. #Gate #Buffer Worst Skew (ns) 

S13207_2 638 7 72 0.485 

S13207_3 638 17 44 0.688 

S13207_4 638 12 66 0.500 

S35932_2 1728 16 204 0.590 

S35932_3 1728 75 92 0.507 

S35932_4 1728 30 164 0.565 

S38584_2 1308 8 164 0.783 

S38584_3 1308 34 146 1.320 

S38584_4 1308 9 162 0.584 

 

6.2 Effect of Skew-Window Based Methodology 

 

We compare our skew-window based methodology with the approaches for clock 

gate splitting [17] and ADBs insertion [12], respectively. To show the effect of our ap-

proach, we set the skew bond of each benchmark by further retrench its worst skew after 

enable timing fixing with about 10% to 20%. Table 5 shows the results of split clock 

gates number, inserted ADBs number, and the worst clock skew of different methodolo-

gies. As shown in Table 5, when only clock gate splitting technique is applied, the num-

ber of inserted ADBs is zero for all the benchmarks, and there is maximal number of split 

clock gates among the three methodologies. On the other hand, when only ADBs inser-

tion technique is applied, the number of split clock gates is zero for all the benchmarks, 

and there is maximal number of inserted ADBs among the three methodologies. Finally, 

when using the proposed skew-window based technique, we can trade off the benefit and 

cost of clock gate splitting and ADBs insertion to obtain the minimal area cost under the 

clock skew constraint. 
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Table 5: Comparison of our algorithm with other approaches in terms of hardware numbers 

Constraint #Gate #ADB Worst Skew (ns) 

Circuit Skew Bond only gating only ADB Our only gating only ADB Our only gating only ADB Our 

S13207_2 0.4 16 7 7 0 1 1 0.394 0.392 0.392 

S13207_3 0.6 28 17 17 0 1 1 0.579 0.6 0.588 

S13207_4 0.4 17 12 12 0 1 1 0.310 0.358 0.339 

S35932_2 0.5 22 16 16 0 1 1 0.254 0.299 0.252 

S35932_3 0.45 90 75 80 0 2 1 0.390 0.372 0.388 

S35932_4 0.5 34 30 34 0 2 0 0.495 0.494 0.495 

S38584_2 0.55 15 8 8 0 1 1 0.365 0.548 0.526 

S38584_3 1.00 34 34 34 0 3 3 1.320 0.902 0.883 

S38584_4 0.55 21 9 10 0 2 1 0.545 0.467 0.500 

 

Table 6 shows the area cost of the results shown in Table 5, and the runtime of our 

approach. When only clock gate splitting technique is applied, the path delay cannot be 

further reduced when the enable circuit is connected to too many clock gates, results to 

violation of clock skew constraint for the S38584_3 benchmark. For the S13207_2 

benchmark, we have the same cost with the ADBs insertion only technique. This is be-

cause that only one ADB with the maximal capacitor size is used in both approaches, and 

there is no space for ADBs selection. For the S35932_4 benchmark, we have the same 

cost with the clock gate splitting only technique. This is because that only clock gate 

splitting is applied in our approach also after the location judgment of skew-window. And 

for all the other benchmarks, because we integrate both the benefits of clock gate splitting 

and ADBs insertion techniques, and select ADBs with smaller area type as possible, we 

get all the best results in a short CPU time. 

 

Table 6: Comparison of our algorithm with other approaches in terms of area cost. 

Area Cost and CPU Time 

Circuit Only Gating Only ADB Our CPU Time (ms) 

S13207_2 108 72 72 3.607 

S13207_3 132 72 48 3.862 

S13207_4 60 72 48 4.315 

S35932_2 72 72 60 3.684 

S35932_3 180 144 132 4.965 

S35932_4 48 144 48 3.177 

S38584_2 84 72 60 3.516 

S38584_3 X 216 180 4.726 

S38584_4 144 144 84 3.734 
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6.3 Effect of ADBs Selection 

 

    We test the effect of ADBs selection by applying different size of single type ADB 

in our skew-window based methodology, and compared with when ADBs selection is 

applied with a set of ADBs with different size. Four different sizes of ADBs shown in 

Table 2 are compared with when they are selectable by the ADBs selection algorithm. 

Table 7 shows the results in terms of area cost, and Table 8 Lists the type and number of 

ADBs used, and the number of clock gate splitting. Experimental results show that our 

selection algorithm has two benefits, one is to select the feasible ADB size to reduce the 

ADBs number required, and the other is to use different size of ADBs in different posi-

tions rather than the same ADB size for all positions. In general, when only the smaller 

area size of ADB structure is used, more number of ADBs is necessary; and when only 

the larger area type of ADB structure is used, less number of ADBs is required. By our 

ADBs selection algorithm, both the ADBs number and the area size can be considered 

simultaneously. For the S35932_4 benchmarks, all ADB sizes and ADBs selection algo-

rithm get the same results because only clock gate splitting is applied and no ADB is in-

serted. For the S38584_3 benchmark, ADBs selection algorithm gets the best result be-

cause it uses the least number of ADBs and also some of the ADBs choose the smaller 

area size. For the other benchmarks, ADBs selection algorithm gets the same best result 

with one of the ADB sizes because only one ADB insertion is necessary in all these 

benchmarks. 

 

Table 7: Comparison of ADBs selection with single type ADB in terms of area cost. 

Area Cost 

circuit ADB_A ADB_B ADB_C ADB_D Our 

S13207_2 84 96 120 72 72 

S13207_3 84 48 60 72 48 

S13207_4 72 48 60 60 48 

S35932_2 72 96 60 72 60 

S35932_3 132 156 120 132 120 

S35932_4 48 48 48 48 48 

S38584_2 84 96 60 72 60 

S38584_3 216 240 240 216 180 

S38584_4 96 108 132 84 84 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we propose a skew-window based methodology to integrate both clock 

gating and ADBs insertion techniques for timing fixing in multiple power modes design. 

Under both the enable timing constraint and clock skew constraint, we trade off the bene-

fit and cost of ADBs insertion on the minimal delay paths and clock gates splitting on the 

maximal delay paths to get the minimal area cost. By this methodology, we guarantee to 

get feasible solution for all the power modes, experimental results show that our method-
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ology have the minimal area cost in comparison with when only ADBs insertion or clock 

gate splitting is applied. 

 

Table 8: Comparison of ADBs selection with single type ADB in terms of hardware numbers 

Hardware Numbers 

circuit ADB_A ADB_B ADB_C ADB_D Our 

S13207_2 2 adb_a, 1 gate 2 adb_b 2 adb_c 1 adb_d 1 adb_d 

S13207_3 1 adb_a, 4 gates 1 adb_b 1 adb_c 1 adb_d 1 adb_b 

S13207_4 2 adb_a 1 adb_b 1 adb_c 5 gates 1 adb_b 

S35932_2 2 adb_a 2 adb_b 1 adb_c 1 adb_d 1 adb_c 

S35932_3 2 adb_a, 5 gates 2 adb_b, 5 gates 1 adb_c, 5 gates 1 adb_d, 5 gates 1 adb_c, 5 gates 

S35932_4 4 gates 4 gates 4 gates 4 gates 4 gates 

S38584_2 2 adb_a, 1 gate 2 adb_b 1 adb_c 1 adb_d 1 adb_c 

S38584_3 6 adb_a 5 adb_b 4 adb_c 3 adb_d 1 adb_a, 2 adb_d 

S38584_4 2 adb_a, 2 gates 2 adb_b, 1 gate 2 adb_c, 1 gate 1 adb_d, 1 gate 1 adb_d, 1 gate 
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